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Mixed Flow Duct Ventilator
Speci cations
Ecoair D series Mixed Flow Duct Ventilator has the advantages
of low noise, large air ow and high static pressure. This design
is suitable for most of the ventilation situations and can be
used instead of axial fan or centrifugal fan. Moreover, the motor
and impeller are located at the center of the structure which
means you can easily install, remove or maintain them without
adjusting the Ducting even in sealed space. Also, it can be
installed randomly in any side of the pipeline, with any angle of
the pipeline. Furthermore, this product can be installed with
series connection if you need more pressure.

Speci cations
Parts
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Duct Mounting Point
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Motor
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Air Inlet 1
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The Central Housing
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Air Inlet 2
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Terminal Box
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Impeller
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Wire Cover

5

Snap Joint

Product Features
1) High strength PP plastic, light weight and durable. Double insulation.
2) Mixed- ow impeller design, high pressure and large air ow, high eﬃcient, low noise.
3) Special snap joints design, easy installation, perfect seal conditions, easy maintenance. Can be wisely used in
ventilating meeting room, oﬃce, public space, hotel and residence.

Overall and Installation Dimension

Overall and Installation Dimension
Unit: mm

Performance Table (Volatage 220V-240V/Frequency 50/60Hz)

Performance Curve
The dotted Line curve "_______" in picture is the pipeline pressure loss reference curve of
5m/10m/15m/20m/30m.
Parameters of air volume, power and noise are acquired under the static pressure of 0 Pa.
Air volume and static pressure is acquired from own testing center, which may lead to + 10%
diﬀerence.
Noise value of the sample is the average value of result acquired at 1m from the left, right and
downward side of the sample. This ,ay lead to +3dB diﬀerence.

Application

Ceiling Mounted Exhaust Fan(Duct Type)

BPT
Series

Super quiet,
Ceiling Mounted
Ductable
Exhaust Fan

Semimetal Series

Plastic Series

BPT10-21J BPT10-24JL
BPT10-24JH BPT15-27JL
BPT15-27JH BPT15-32J

BPT10-21S BPT10-24SL
BPT10-24SH BPT15-27SL
BPT15-27SH BPT15-32S

Performance Table

Applicable area calculation is based on essential ventilation of 5-10 times /hour in normal living room.

Overall and Installation Dimension

1. 24 series matches 300*300
integrated ceiling perfectly.
2. Wooden keel dimension: 2530mm.
3. Wooden frame size: take plus
tolerance +3mm

Performance Curve
The dotted Line curve “_____” in picture is the pipeline
pressure loss reference curve of 5m/1
Om/15m/20m/25m/30m.

Parameters of air volume, power and noise are
acquired under the static pressure of O Pa.
Air volume and static pressure is acquired from own
testing center, which may lead to +10%, diﬀerence.
Noise value of the sample is the average value of
result acquired at 1 m from the left, right and
downward side of the sample. This may lead to +3dB

Outer Rotor Centrifugal Fan
Performance Characteristics:
1. Electrophoresis punch forming casing with stable structure.
2. High-air- ow, high pressure, low noise, low vibration Impeller with dynamic balance.
3. High eﬃcient direct driven external rotor motor is able to work under high temperature.
4. Compact structure.
5.Lower noise when working under high pressure.

YD140B

YD160A
Widely used for cooling, drying, exhaust, air exchange of Ventilation system, Air conditioning Units, Air
purifying system,Range hood and Communication equipment.

YD133C

YD140C

Outer Rotor Centrifugal Fan
Features of the outer rotor fan is pressure increases quickly, which mainly depends on the width of the impeller,
air performance and proper ow. The air ow is accorded with the same pressure, ow rate under the
condition of constant ow with the impellwer width increase linear change. ls usually equipped with a rotating
chamber made of galvanized aluminum, or plastic.

YD140S

YD140A

Air Puri er

Ecoair is a leading manufacturer and supplier of Cooling & Ventilation systems for Industrial, Commercial,
Food & Agro Industries with a range of innovative products like Automatic Tube Cleaning System, Inline Duct
Fans, Air Puri ers, Evaporative Air Cooling, HVLS Fans, Exhaust Fans & Air Circulators, HVLS YU-GO Fan. etc
Air distribution products etc.
Ecoair products either oﬀer Economic operation cost or are ECO friendly and hence our name ECOair!
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http://m.facebook.com/ecoair.co.in/

